News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, November 20, 2022 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Negotiators from nearly 200 countries agreed for the first time to establish a fund that would help poor, vulnerable countries cope with __________ made worse by the pollution spewed by wealthy nations that is dangerously heating the planet. (MAIN)
2. Throughout history, people have cooked food, found warmth and gathered with others around kindling — a sign that it’s ________ enough to rest. (MAIN)
3. Royal guards patrol on __________ near the Qatar Parliament on the day before the start of the Soccer World Cup in Doha, Qatar. (MAIN)
4. TODAY IN HISTORY: The first version of Microsoft’s Windows operating system, Windows 1.0, was officially released. What year this this happen? (MAIN)
5. Snowfall totals as high as ______ inches were reported in the Buffalo suburb of Orchard Park, home to the Buffalo Bills. (MAIN)
6. People displaced by violence live in a public square in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. __________ is spreading in the Caribbean nation, in part because armed groups control poor neighborhoods and prevent doctors from providing basic care. (MAIN)
7. So far this year, some________ catalytic converters have been reported stolen in King, Pierce and Snohomish counties, up from a total of 41 in 2019, when thieves started getting serious about catalytic converters, or “cats,” and on pace to surpass 2021. (BUSINESS)
8. The “well used” brown suede Birkenstocks dating to the mid-1970s set a record for the highest price ever paid for a pair of sandals, Julien’s Auctions said last week. “The cork and jute footbed retains the imprint of Steve Jobs’ feet, which had been shaped after years of use,” the auction house said in the listing on its website. The sandals were expected to bring $60,000, but the final sale price with an accompanying NFT was __________, Julien’s said. The buyer was not named. (BUSINESS)
9. According to the National Association of Home Builders, government regulations during the development and construction of a new home make up roughly 23.6% of the cost. In Washington, that’s more than $ __________. (OPINION)
10. What trees are highlighted on page 11 of PACIFIC NW? (PACIFIC NW)